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House of Flux is an exhibition of photo-media made inside the home.  

 

In 'The Wind-up Bird Chronicle', Haruki Murakami's novel, a Lieutenant is abandoned at the bottom 

of a dark, dry well after witnessing the harrowing torture of a fellow soldier. Each day, as he is 

enveloped by a fleeting light, he feels as though his body might turn into streaming tears and melt 

away.  

 

Sitting in home studios in recent years, I often moved towards the areas of the space where light and 

shadows played. Observing these small shifting patterns, visual markers of passing through time, 

became peaceful companions in what felt like a cavernous, empty well. I largely work collaboratively, 

and with house moves from city to country to rural city, the studio has shifted from a shared 

collective space, to a digital and familial one; a conflicting, mother-artist place. 

 

As I worked on these images, my child playing on the studio carpet, I moved towards the materials in 

reach; expired polaroid film, old photographic and birthing books, sheets on the bed. Artist Ann 

Hamilton speaks of making with material as the first house of the body, a memory of a spatial 

embodied sense of working with our hands. I sometimes followed my son's hands, played with the 

body of the camera, inside the scanner body, cut out bodies of earth and flesh and water, and made 

material bodies in the places I thought the light might return to. And as the sun and the moon, 

positioned at certain angles in the sky, continually struck the surfaces of the turning house, a kind of 

solace came. Knowing that the light streaming into my room at a certain time, also arrived in the 

rooms of all the people in places not too far away, illuminated the relationship between everything. 

 

David Abrams, writes of the genius loci, the particular power of a place, and the three forms of 

invisibles integral to it; the other side of things, the inside of things and the medium between things. I 

made these images far from feeling attuned to any sense of power, displaced in my surroundings 

and within myself; my body a house for my child and an immeasurable chronic illness. And yet, 

through the gentle watching and imagining of these invisibles; the spaces between surfaces, and the 

forms made between double exposures, a deep joy for the unseen continued to grow. There is an 

absence in the process of making these works that I hope leans into these references; a sense of 

being located by the phenomena of a place despite the constraints of a house and body in constant 

flux, and a desire to retain a process of observing, responding and making for a near future practice, 

beyond the early years of motherhood and a pandemic, beyond all of our invisible discomforts, for a 

time when we can gather and create more fluidly in shared spaces again.  



Biography 
 

Nikita Hederics (b. 1986, Mildura) makes work for gallery, theatre, festival and public space. She is 

part of an ongoing conversation for relational art making as both a member of the Seam Collective, 

and a larger group of artists and theatre makers. She has a BFA from Latrobe, and Graduate 

Diplomas from the Victorian College of the Arts; Visual Arts, and MIECAT; Experiential Arts Practice.  

 

Hederics’ critically acclaimed co-created works have toured international venues and online festivals, 

including Lincoln Centre Performing Arts NYC, Macau Cultural Centre and Hong Kong International 

Arts Carnival, Barboro Festival Ireland, Des Moines Performing Arts Iowa, Spark Theatre Leicester, 

Filament Theatre Chicago and Children's Theatre Minnesota. Her work has seen developments 

through Abbotsford Convent Foundation, Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria, Arts Centre Melbourne 

and Artplay's New Ideas Lab. Festival tours through Australia include DreamBIG; SA Museum, 

Awesome; State Theatre of WA, Out of the Box Festival; QPAC, Way Out West; Casula Powerhouse 

and Castlemaine State Festival. Hederics gallery appearances include St. Heliers Street Gallery 

Abbotsford, House of Bricks Collingwood, Town Hall Gallery Hawthorn, Pigment Gallery Nicholas 

Building, The ArtVault Mildura, Palimpsest Fringe Latrobe University, and Gallery 25 Mildura. 

 

Newly arrived to Bendigo in 2020, Hederics works from a home studio and uses the time raising her 

young son to inquire into relational entanglements and artist-motherhood. Her practice aims to 

acknowledge the agency of everyday phenomena, and to make visual and tangible spaces for 

audiences to engage with the enigmatic depths of relational experiencing. 

 

 
Instagram - @nikhederics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


